openQA Tests - action #49106

[functional][u][userspace] Convert "qa_userspace_apache2_mod_perl" to "console/apache2_mod_perl"

2019-03-12 19:55 - okurz

| Status:  | Resolved          | Start date: | 2019-03-12 |
| Priority: | Low               | Due date:   |             |
| Assignee: | SLindoMansilla    | % Done:     | 0%          |
| Category: | Enhancement to existing tests | Estimated time: | 42.00 hours |
| Target version: | Milestone 31 | | |

**Description**

**Motivation**

In #44138 we changed most userspace scenarios to use QA_TESTSET to provide better to understand test results on failures. The scenarios that so far could not be converted should be handled the same.

We agreed to not maintain qa_userspace tests. To not loose coverage, we wanted to migrate them to normal openQA test modules.

**Acceptance criteria**

- AC1: testsuite "qa_userspace_apache2_mod_perl" is covered by OBS package test or in a test module console/apache2_mod_perl

**Tasks**

1. Investigate what is covered by qa_userspace_apparmor and qa_userspace_apache2_mod_perl.
2. Implement what is possible at OBS package level
3. Implement the rest as normal openQA module.

**Related issues:**

Copied to openQA Tests - action #49109: [qe-core][functional][userspace] Convert "qa_userspace_apparmor" and "qa_userspace_apparmor-profiles" to "console/apparmor" added

History

#1 - 2019-03-12 19:55 - okurz
- Copied to action #49109: [qe-core][functional][userspace] Convert "qa_userspace_apparmor" and "qa_userspace_apparmor-profiles" to console/apparmor" added

#2 - 2019-07-03 13:23 - mgriessmeier
- Target version changed from Milestone 25 to Milestone 30+

#3 - 2019-10-15 08:26 - SLindoMansilla
- Priority changed from Low to High

#4 - 2019-10-16 08:13 - SLindoMansilla
- Subject changed from [functional][u][userspace] Convert "qa_userspace_apache2_mod_perl" to QA_TESTSUIT to [functional][u][userspace] Convert "qa_userspace_apache2_mod_perl" to "console/apache2_mod_perl"
- Description updated

#5 - 2019-10-16 08:39 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated

#6 - 2019-10-18 08:28 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from New to Workable
- Priority changed from High to Low
- Target version changed from Milestone 30+ to Milestone 28

2021-05-22
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This test - apart from the fact that it doesn't seem to get scheduled anywhere - is only executing (an old version of) the upstream testsuite and not performing any integration tests. As the upstream testsuite is already executed during RPM build (https://build.opensuse.org/package/live_build_log/Apache:Modules/apache2-mod_perl/SLE_15_SP2/x86_64) I would reject this ticket.

@Sergio: WHYT?

Well you confirmed what was covered and what is covered, which was the investigation part of this ticket. So, it is actually resolved.